Dr. Jacob “Jack” Finkelstein '59YU, in his new book, “Great Torah: The Struggle for Rabbinic Responsibility in Jewish Thought and Practice,” is widely acclaimed as the world’s foremost expert on the history of Jewish law. Zuroff’s ongoing campaign to identify war criminals. Zuroff’s ongoing campaign to
capture Nazi war criminals. His book, “The Search for Truth,” details Zuroff identifying 488 Nazis who are still alive and at large. Dr. Zuroff’s book has had an impact on a wide
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In Memoriam

We mourn the loss of the following:
Fred Baum, former dean of libraries at Yeshiva University
Irwin “Red” Blumenreich ’57YC
Leonard A. Feldman ’48R, ’59BR
Baruch Frankel ’68YUHS
Rabbi Less Zion Kaplan ’78YUHS
Rabbi Joseph Kemp ’48YC, ’52R
Daniel Ledell ’02YUHS, ’08YC
Rabbi Chaim Medetsky ’42YC, ’46R
Melvin Metzger, former president of Yeshiva University, ’38YC, ’43R, former president of Samuel H. Wang Yeshiva University, ’38YC, ’43R
Rabbi Pesach Oritz ’48YC, ’50R, ’81BR
Samuel Rosensweig ’59YUHS, ’42YC
Sy Sysma, vice chairman of Yeshiva University Board of Trustees and member of Sysma School of Business’ Board of Overseers
Rabbi Toporovsky ’49YUHS, ’55Y, ’59R
James Tropp ’84YC
Charles Weinstein ’45YC

Your news is our news!

Have you started a new job, received a promotion, published a book, won an award, had an addition to the family or experienced any other personal or professional achievements in your life? If so, we’d like to hear about it! Please include complete information and, if possible, a headshot or hi-res photo.

Send your news to:
Office of Alumni Affairs, 500 West 185th Street, New York, NY 10033-3001. Phone: 212/316-3957 • Fax: 212/672-6071 • E-mail: alumni@yu.edu

We will feature your news in an upcoming issue of YUTODAY. Please submit your news by end of March for the May issue.

Rabbi Elizer Ushish ’97YC, ’03R and Lauren Aria Friedman ’93S had a son, Reuven.
Dr. Melvin Metzer, former president of Yeshiva University, ’38YC, ’43R, former president of Samuel H. Wang Yeshiva University, ’38YC, ’43R.
Dr. Richard Gotlib received the 2010 Distinguished Mentor Award.
Dr. Rolf Raue, a former neurologist and head of the department of neurology at the University Hospital Zurich, has died.
Rabbi and Mrs. Zev Friedman.

Your feedback is important to us. Please write to us at alumni@yu.edu.